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Chromia
Originals

Advanced NFT standard
for a dynamic world
At ChromaWay and Chromia, we envision a world
where digital assets empower people to drive
innovation, while decreasing fraud and distrust. That’s
why we’re developing a new standard protocol for NFTs,
called Chromia Originals.

NFTs make it possible to tokenise both digital and realworld assets - ranging from trading cards and videos
to art and real estate. Chromia Originals brings entirely
new features which expand the possibilities for NFTs.


With its six key attributes of improved ownability,
exchangeability, composability, mutability,
programmability, and portability, Chromia Originals
allows more dynamic use of NFTs. This brings NFTs to
the next level, opening up new possibilities for gaming,
supply chains, logistics, collectibles and other use
cases.

The creators of Chromia Originals is a diverse team of
passionate tech builders from all time zones,
partnering with a growing community of creative
entrepreneurs, forwardthinking clients, and thoughtleading universities to build blockchain applications
that are easy to use and create real value in society.


chromia.com
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Chromia Originals’
six key attributes

Ownability

Exchangeability

Composability

Mutability

Programmability

Portability

Originals can be owned by a single
address, or have no owner and be ‘up
for grabs’. It is also possible for an
address to voluntarily drop or give up
ownership.

Originals can evolve over time, for
example they can ‘level up’, get
stronger, or even transform to a more
powerful form after they acquire
enough experience.

This feature also allows for items that
can degrade, or have a set number of
uses from self-destructing.

Originals can be sold to transfer
ownership, or ‘adopted’ if they have no
current owner.

Originals can be embedded with logic
by game developers.

This allows them to code both object
properties (like weight, durability,
bonuses, etc.) and also rules (for
example, a character can wear a suit
of armor but a suit of armor can’t
wear a character).

Originals can own and/or wear other
Originals. For example, your character
in a Role Playing Game can be an NFT,
which is able to wear other NFTs as
equipment.

Originals can move across chains and
thus, from one game to another on the
Chromia Blockchain Network where
enabled.

Chromia Originals in action

Bringing NFTs to the
next level in blockchain
multiplayer gaming.
myneighboralice.com

Expanding the possibilities
of NFTs in the music world.

corite.com

Creating a unique blockchain
in-game real-estate market.
minesofdalarnia.com

chromia.com

Revolutionizing how DeFi
staking is integrated with
blockchain gaming.
revolvegames.io

